We address the 5 MeV event excess in the measured antineutrino spectrum from nuclear reactors in a beyond the Standard model framework, a challenge which has not been met to date. We employ nonstandard neutrino interactions with baryons that can induce the reaction 13 C(ν, ν n) 12 C * in organic scintillator detectors. The de-excitation of 12 C * yields a prompt 4.4 MeV photon, while the thermalization of the product neutron causes proton recoils, which in turn yield an additional prompt energy contribution with finite width such that this process can mimic neutrinos at around 5 MeV energy. We find that the minimal viable model that could induce this reaction involves a sterile neutrino charged under an Abelian symmetry group. Such sterile neutrinos can simultaneously explain the discrepancy between the measured and predicted antineutrino fluxes at short-baseline reactor experiments.
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Neutrinos
1 from nuclear reactors have a prominent role in the field of neutrino physics. Most notably, the neutrino was discovered using reactors as source, and more recently, θ 13 was shown to be nonzero using detectors close to a nuclear reactor [1] [2] [3] . Currently, reactor experiments are grappling with two anomalous findings. The first is the ∼ 6% mismatch between the predicted and observed rates in short-baseline reactor experiments that could possibly be explained via oscillations into eV-scale sterile neutrinos [4] . The other, more recent one is the excess of neutrino events around 5 MeV, the so-called reactor bump [5] . This spectral feature has triggered significant interest in the community in recent years [6] [7] [8] , but so far has eluded any quantitative explanation in terms of nuclear physics. Moreover, no attempts in terms of beyond The Standard Model physics can be found in the literature.
In this work, we demonstrate for the first time that this bump can be explained by introducing hidden interactions between neutrinos and nucleons. We assume that there exist eV-scale right-handed neutrinos, and that these participate in the hidden interaction. The active neutrinos produced in the reactor are assumed to have a nonzero probability of oscillating into sterile neutrinos, which then scatter inelastically off of 13 C. The light sterile neutrino in our model also solves the short-baseline anomaly.
Neutrinos with E ν > 9384.3 keV can induce 13 C(ν,ν n) 12 C * , where the excitation energy of 12 C * is 4438.9 keV [9] . The neutron loses its kinetic energy mostly by scattering off protons, which in turn leads to scintillation light. In combination with the de-excitation photon, this can give rise a to spectral distortion around 5 MeV with the requisite width observed in the data. These events, in general, would fulfill all requirements an inverse beta-decay event would: there is a prompt 1 For brevity we will use the term neutrino for both neutrinos and antineutrinos.
energy deposition followed by the delayed capture of a neutron.
A first-principles calculation of the 13 C(ν,ν n) 12 C * cross section for a given model of new physics is beyond the scope of this work. We instead use measurements of 13 C(e, e n) 12 C * as a proxy for the 13 C(ν,ν n) 12 C * cross section generated by new physics. Since the former arises from photon exchange, we assume that the latter also arises from the exchange of a vector particle, dubbed X. The differential cross section for 13 C(e, e n) 12 C * is parameterized in Ref. [10] by
where E i is the initial-state electron energy, E n is the neutron kinetic energy, A 0 is an experimentallydetermined function of the energy transferred to the nuclear system with mass dimension (energy) −1 , and σ Mott is the (total) Mott cross section for an electron scattering off a heavy, point-like nucleus. We use the values (and uncertainties) of A 0 depicted in Fig. 3 in Ref. [10] for transitions to the first excited state of 12 C. We ignore transitions to the ground state of 12 C, a working hypothesis discussed further below.
The QED Mott cross section in eq. (1) is formally divergent, so we regulate it by introducing a finite mass M X for X. We convert the (e, e n) proxy cross section σ into the new-physics cross section σ for the process (ν,ν n) by introducing an effective coupling ζ 2 via
where Eν is the energy of an incoming neutrino. Convolving this neutron spectrum with the reactor antineutrino flux, φν, yields the cross-section-weighted neutron spectrum, φ n ,
where "0.006" accounts for the difference in the number of protons and carbon atoms in the linear alkylbenzene (LAB), (C 6 H 5 ) C n H 2n+1 (n ∼ 10 − 16), used by Daya Bay, as well as the natural abundance of 13 C (1.07%). The 13 C(ν,ν n) 12 C * reaction requires a significant neutrino flux above Eν 9.4 MeV, though reactor experiments have measured the flux only up to 8 MeV, e.g. see Ref. [11] . The Huber-Mueller (HM) fluxes [12, 13] do not extend beyond 9 MeV. Ab initio calculations of reactor fluxes [14] do predict a nonzero flux up to energies of 16 MeV. Preliminary upper bounds of the neutrino flux beyond 8 MeV have been reported by Daya Bay [15] and our fit does not exceed these bounds. For our fit we we augment the HM fluxes by including an additional powerlaw component beyond 8 MeV, described by a power-law index I, such that the flux is continuous at Eν = 8 MeV.
Neutrons lose energy by elastic collision with the atoms in the scintillator and we simulate the stochastic energy losses during thermalization with a simple Monte Carlo calculation. To determine the amount of prompt energy resulting from the proton recoils, we need to account for quenching in the liquid scintillator, given that the protons are nonrelativistic. The amount of energy produced by the scintillator is given by Birks' law [16] ,
where k B = 0.0065 g cm −2 MeV −1 is Birks' constant for Gd-doped LAB [17] as used in Daya Bay. The quenching factor Q = E(k B )/E(k B = 0) is calculated via eq. (4) using tabulated values for the proton dE/dx in organic scintillator [18] . The combined effects of the stochastic proton energy distribution and quenching give rise to a finite width for the prompt energy reconstructed from this process.
In our analysis, we simulate 13 C-ν events using Monte Carlo methods for a range of X masses, power-law indices and effective couplings to determine the prompt energy spectrum in the Daya Bay detector(s) at each point in parameter space. The smeared spectrum is compared against the ratio of measurement-to-expectation of the prompt energy spectrum reported in Ref. [6] using a standard χ 2 -test, incorporating uncertainties on and correlations between the Daya Bay data, theoretical uncertainties in the HM fluxes and experimental uncertainties on A 0 (E n ).
Considering transitions to the excited state of 12 C only, the minimum χ 2 /dof becomes 10.3/21, compared to 35.1/24 in the absence of new physics. The curve corresponding to this best-fit point is shown in Fig. 1 . The blue circles and blue bands correspond to the Daya Bay data and their associated uncertainties; the solid, purple line is the best-fit curve calculated for {M X , log 10 ζ, I} = {100 keV, −5.25, 12},
The best-fit prompt energy spectrum for the analysis described in the text where only transitions to the first excited state of 12 C are included.
and the dotted, purple lines depict the uncertainties on the neutrino spectrum and the measurements of A 0 (E n ).
For consistency with short-baseline oscillation measurements [19] [20] [21] [22] , we take ∆m If we were to allow transitions to the ground state of 12 C, then the result would be a steep upturn of the prompt energy spectrum at low energies that is excluded by the data. For a purely vector interaction, forbidding ground state transitions is an ad hoc assumption. However, if the new interaction were axial in nature, then it is likely to significantly suppress (or eliminate altogether) such transitions: the 13 C ground state has J π = 1/2 − , whereas the 12 C ground state has J π = 0 + and the first excited state in 12 C has J π = 2 + . A full calculation using the 13 C and 12 C wave functions is beyond the scope of this work. Note, that an axial interaction also would be much less constrained by coherent neutrino nucleus scattering. Overall, this is an attractive option, but the resulting nuclear physics uncertainties do not allow a quantitative analysis at this point.
In the search for a viable model for this new interaction, we begin with a generic dark photon coupled to the standard model (SM) photon via kinetic mixing [24] ,
where ψ is a SM fermion with charge Q ψ measured in units of e, F µν and F µν are the photon (A) and dark photon (X) field strength tensors, respectively. Since the active neutrinos are not charged under electromagnetism, they do not develop a coupling to the dark photon, implying that this minimal setup cannot explain the reactor bump.
We move on to models in which active neutrinos are charged under an extra Abelian gauge group, such that they couple to X bosons. An attractive option is U (1) B−L , which is anomaly free once right-handed neutrinos are introduced [25] [26] [27] . This model yields
, depending on the relative sizes of the kinetic mixing and the B − L coupling constant. Unfortunately, this model faces stiff constraints, as every other SM fermion is also charged under this group; see Refs. [28, 29] for more details.
We are then led to an alternative Abelian symmetry, which we call U (1) X . We introduce a fourth species of neutrino (ν s ) with nonzero charge under U (1) X , and allow for nucleons to also be charged. The relevant kinetic part of the interacting Lagrangian is
where g X is the U (1) X coupling constant, and Y ν , Y n are the sterile neutrino and neutron charge in units of g X . When Q n = +1, U (1) X becomes gauged baryon number, U (1) B , considered in Ref. [30] . The phenomenology of an eV-scale sterile neutrino in this model was studied in Ref. [31] . We identify
where θ ee is the active-sterile mixing angle and the new neutrino mass eigenstate is assumed to be sufficiently heavy so that its oscillations average out at Daya Bay, leading to the factor of 1 2 . Bounds on this model are depicted in Fig. 2 . We show constraints from the decay π 0 → γ + invisible (teal; 90% CL) [32] [33] [34] and from searches for a fifth, long-range force (maroon; 95% CL) [28, 29] . These constraints do not depend on the neutrino and neutron charges. Also shown is the line along which the Fermi-like coupling constant
X is equal to G F ; points above this line indicate stronger-than-weak interactions. The rest of the limits depend on the neutrino and neutron charges, as well as on the properties of the sterile neutrinos.
The red and blue bands in Fig. 2 represent the 68% and 99% confidence levels (CL) from Daya Bay data, respectively, derived by the analysis described in the previous section, after marginalizing over the power-law index I. The preferred parameter space where all the present bounds are avoided is at M X ∼ 1 MeV and g X ∼ 10 −3 ; this region is shown in shaded dark blue. We are showing contours for Y ν = +10. We have Y ν > 1 in order to mitigate the π 0 decay bound; as long as the perturbativity condition Y ν g X < 4π is maintained, the sterile neutrino charge can be arbitrarily large.
The gold line in Fig. 2 comes from the lead-neutron scattering bounds analyzed in the context of gauged baryon number in Refs. [35, 36] . This bound must be reweighted by a factor of |Y n (Z + N Y n )|/(Z + N ); for scattering with 208 Pb, this otherwise stifling bound is substantially loosened for Y n = −0.65, where this factor becomes 1.8 × 10 −2 . The green line represents the constraint from the decay K + → π + + invisible at 68% CL. The decay rate for K + → π + + γ has been discussed in Refs. [37] [38] [39] [40] ; we perform an analogous calculation of the semi-invisible width and compare with the current measurement of the branching ratio of K + → π + νν [41, 42] , accounting for the choice Y n = −0.65. (We note that this decay width requires more care for the case of gauged baryon number; see Ref. [33] for details.)
We wish to determine the exclusion reach of COHER-ENT [43] , as well as the sensitivity of CONUS [44] . Both experiments are dedicated to coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering measurements. We simulate COHERENT following the procedure described in Refs. [45, 46] ; for CONUS, we follow Ref. [46] . For most values of Y n , CO-HERENT excludes most of Daya Bay's preferred parameter space. However, judiciously choosing the neutron charge to blind the detector to the U (1) X interaction allows for the bound to be loosened by a factor of ∼ 10. Since the relevant isotopes for COHERENT are 133 Cs and 127 I, Y n = −0.65 is a suitable value that we employ as our benchmark (see eq. (7)) in the analysis. We show the 99% CL exclusion limit for COHERENT in purple in Fig. 2 . The COHERENT bound could be further loosened by lowering the value of ∆m for ∆m 2 41 0.5 eV 2 . However, this leads to tension with short-baseline oscillation data, so we do not pursue this avenue.
While the sensitivity of CONUS is slightly diminished by this choice of Y n , the CONUS detector is made of natural germanium, for which the proton-to-neutron ratio is ∼ 0.8. Consequently, each of the five naturally-occurring germanium isotopes has nonzero charge under U (1) X , so it is not possible to simultaneously provide relief from COHERENT constraints and limit the CONUS sensitivity. The 99% CL sensitivity of CONUS is shown in dashed violet in Fig. 2 . Evidently, CONUS will either detect sterile neutrinos interacting via gauged U (1) X or rule out this model under assumption of a vector-like interaction.
We note that an axial vector interaction may be able to circumvent constraints from COHERENT and CONUS while allowing for a sizable interaction strength. For similar vector and axial couplings to nucleons, the axial contribution to the cross section is roughly a factor of 1/A smaller than its vector counterpart [47, 48] . If the vector couplings were to vanish, however, then the axial interaction would be significantly less constrained than a comparable vector interaction.
Generically, U (1) X will be anomalous. In Ref. [49] , stringent bounds on the gauged-baryon-number scenario were derived for one particular UV completion of this model. In Refs. [50, 51] , bounds were derived for decays of K, B and Z into SM+X accounting for the longitudinal enhancement of the decay rate stemming from the anomaly. For instance, if there were no mass gap between the SM fermions and the anomaly-canceling fermions, then these constraints are loosened. A more complicated scalar sector has a similar effect.
Bounds on the kinetic mixing between X and the SM photon from measurements of the cosmic microwave background and primordial abundances of light nuclei have been studied in, for instance, Ref. [52] . This kinetic mixing will generically be generated at loop level even if the tree-level mixing vanishes. One may then worry if these bounds should apply. However, the U (1) X model is sufficiently different from the minimal kinetic mixing scenario (recall that active neutrinos and charged leptons do not interact with the X in this model) such that mapping between these two scenarios is nontrivial. Due to the absence of a detailed study of the presented model in the context of the early Universe, we show no constraints from cosmology. We point out two additional features. Firstly, for the sterile neutrino mass range given in Fig. 2 , the production of X via interactions with SM is suppressed in the early Universe by plasma effects [53] . Secondly, self-interactions of sterile neutrinos are known to prevent efficient production of such light particles in the early Universe by suppressing mixing with SM [54, 55] . Interestingly, such analyses [56, 57] have also indicated that for the viable range of dark photon mass and coupling in this work (M X ∼ 1MeV, Y ν g X ∼ 10
−2 ), the absorption features in the spectrum of ultra-high energy neutrinos appear. These effects may be tested in the near future with more neutrino events at ∼ PeV scale.
For completeness, let us mention that the bounds from SN1987A [58] for g X > 10 −7 do not apply because the produced dark photons are not free-streaming.
As pointed out, coherent neutrino nucleus scattering can provide a stringent test of this model and thus, also impact the height of the neutrino floor in direct dark matter detection experiments. The bounds on U (1) B−L have been derived from searches for nuclear recoils at direct detection experiments induced by active neutrinos [29] . These bounds can not be directly translated into limits on U (1) X with sterile neutrino scatterings. Still, we expect that the region of the parameter space preferred by the Daya Bay data is within the reach of either current or next-generation direct detection experiments, though a dedicated analysis would be required.
The specific explanation for the 5 MeV bump, put forward here, results in nontrivial expectations for ongoing and future measurements of reactor neutrinos. Foremost, Daya Bay eventually should observe a neutrino flux above 8 MeV.
For detectors using organic scintillator (either liquid or solid), the basic 13 C interaction mode is available, but the prompt signal is now a combination of about 20% of proton recoil induced signal and 80% stemming from the 4.4 MeV de-excitation photon. In single-volume detectors like Daya Bay and NEOS, the 4.4 MeV photon is well contained; neither employs pulse shape discrimination, thus these events will pass as genuine neutrino events. In PROSPECT [59] , which relies on pulse shape discrimination to manage backgrounds, the 20% proton recoil contribution is likely to cause these events to be rejected as background. Also, the 4.4 MeV photon would deposit energy across many detector cells. Thus, in the standard analysis it seems likely that no bump would be observed. The relatively long distance over which the 4.4 MeV photon deposits its energy, compared to a positron in an inverse beta decay event, is likely to have these events rejected in most of the finely segmented detectors like STEREO [60] , SOLID [61] or DANSS [62] . Note that, curiously, DANSS seems not to observe a bump in accordance with our prediction. A dedicated analysis in these segmented detectors likely could positively identify the signature of the process proposed here.
The reaction 17 O(ν,ν n) 16 O * is unlikely to be observed at water Cerenkov detectors. First, the natural abundance of 17 O (0.03%) is significantly lower than that of 13 C (1.07%). Second, while the neutron separation energy of 17 O (4143.1 keV) is slightly less than that of 13 C, the lowest-lying excited state of 16 O has an excitation energy of 6049.6 keV [63] ; populating this state would require a significant antineutrino flux beyond E ν 10 MeV, and we have seen that this flux dies off quite quickly. Even though this could in principle give rise to an analogous bump in the prompt energy spectrum at ∼ 6 MeV in water Cerenkov detectors, it would be substantially more difficult to detect. Therefore, we predict that neither Gd-doped Super-K [64] nor WATCH-MAN [65] will see a bump.
In this work, we have presented a framework that primarily addresses the 5 MeV neutrino excess at reactors, including the absence of a bump in DANSS. Our model is based on an intriguing interplay between particle and nuclear physics. Sterile neutrinos are assumed to have hidden interactions with nucleons such that they can scatter off 13 C nuclei. By injecting at least 9.4 MeV of energy into the nucleus, 13 C may transition to the excited state of 12 C which subsequently de-excites. The resulting 4.4 MeV photon, together with energy deposited during neutron thermalization, can successfully explain the excess. The presence of sterile neutrinos allows this model to address the short-baseline anomaly at the same time. Thus, this model provides a fully consistent explanation of all reactor data, while being compatible with all non-reactor bounds.
